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Abstract. A cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) closure experiment is carried out using data 1 

from the Chebogue Point, Nova Scotia ground site during the International Consortium for 2 

Atmospheric Research on Transport and Transformation (ICARTT) field experiment in the 3 

summer of 2004. The number concentration of CCN at five supersaturations (~0.07% to ~0.5%) 4 

is predicted from measurements of aerosol size distribution, composition, and hygroscopic 5 

growth, and compared to measured CCN concentrations. It is shown that CCN can be predicted 6 

quite reliably using measured size distributions, a simple aerosol model to derive the mole ratio 7 

of solute to water, and the diameter growth factor g(RH) or the optical growth factor f(RH). The 8 

mean error ranges from an overestimate in CCN of ≤ 5% at high supersaturation to a factor of 9 

2.4 at low supersaturation with regression coefficients r2 of 0.90 and 0.53, respectively.  10 

The poor agreement at low supersaturation is primarily a result of high flow rates in the CCN 11 

counter that prevented small particles from growing to detectable sizes. Precise knowledge of the 12 

temperature gradient, and flow rates of the particular instrument, is essential to establish the 13 

correct supersaturation, particularly at low supersaturation, where errors translate into a large 14 

percentage of the activated number. There may also be some contribution from simplified 15 

composition assumptions, e.g. variability with size and/or mixing state. The mostly oxygenated 16 

organic, aerosol at this site could be modeled as insoluble, within the above uncertainties, from 17 

the point of view of hygroscopicity and activation. The generality of these conclusions will have 18 

to be tested at other locations. 19 
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1.  Introduction  20 

The subset of atmospheric aerosol particles known as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are 21 

particularly important in climate studies because they are hygroscopic and represent the particles 22 

on which cloud droplets form. Their ability to scatter and absorb radiation is influenced by 23 

ambient humidity and has important implications for radiative forcing of climate and cloud 24 

formation. The ability of an aerosol particle to act as a CCN depends on the extent to which it 25 

takes up water vapor, which in turn depends on many factors such as size and composition.  26 

In recent years, the advent of new, commercially available instruments that measure CCN at 27 

specified supersaturation values (S) has made it more practical to extend earlier studies and 28 

examine more closely the relationship between particle size distribution, composition, 29 

hygroscopic properties, and particles' ability to act as CCN. The simultaneous measurement of 30 

all of these properties followed by their cross comparison using an activation model, often  called 31 

“CCN closure”, is a self-consistency check on our understanding of the system. Several studies 32 

have attempted to address the connection between aerosol growth at subsaturated conditions and 33 

their effectiveness as CCN [e.g., Liu et al., 1996; Covert et al., 1998; Snider and Brenguier, 34 

2000; Dusek et al., 2003; Broekhuizen et al., 2005]. Based on these studies, parameterizations 35 

have been developed for the description of the relationship between growth factors and CCN 36 

activation [e.g., Brechtel and Kreidenweis, 2000]. These parameterizations require input data 37 

such as the growth factor at a given relative humidity (RH), and information on particle 38 

composition.  39 

One of the means of determining hygroscopic growth is through measurement of the diameter 40 

growth factor g(RH), defined as the ratio of the diameter of a particle at a high RH (e.g., 90%) to 41 

its dry diameter (typically 10% RH). In many studies, g(RH) has been determined using 42 
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Hygroscopic Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (HTDMA) measurements [Rader and 43 

McMurry, 1986]. The instrument pre-selects a size of aerosol using the first Differential Mobility 44 

Analyzer (DMA), conditions the monodisperse population at a given, higher, RH and then passes 45 

the particles through a second DMA that is also operated at the higher RH. Growth factors are 46 

thus expressed for given sizes, as selected by the first DMA, or size ranges. 47 

In this paper we will address the utility in CCN prediction of an alternative measure of 48 

particle growth, namely the enhancement in light scattering due to uptake of water vapor. The 49 

aforementioned growth factor is typically referred to as f(RH) [Covert et al., 1972; McInnes et 50 

al., 1998] and is measured in a manner analogous to g(RH). The aerosol light scattering is first 51 

measured in a nephelometer at a reference (dry) RH (typically less than 40%). Upon exiting the 52 

reference nephelometer the air is exposed to a humidifier where it is conditioned to an elevated 53 

RH. The resulting “humidified light scattering” is then measured in a second nephelometer. 54 

Unlike g(RH), f(RH) is expressed as a mean growth factor for the entire (polydisperse) 55 

population of particles. Growth factors are often quoted in terms of either two- or three-56 

parameter fits to the data [Kasten, 1969; Kotchenruther and Hobbs, 1998], from which values at 57 

intermediate RH can be calculated. For nephelometers that measure the scattering coefficient at a 58 

number of wavelengths, e.g., 450 nm, 550 nm, and 700 nm, f(RH) can be reported at each 59 

wavelength. The dependence of scattering on the ratio of particle size to wavelength means that 60 

scattering at each wavelength is weighted by a different part of the size distribution [e.g., 61 

Twomey, 1977]. The blue wavelength (λ = 450 nm) is more sensitive to the sizes that are 62 

important for CCN closure. However, the size range of activated particles usually also includes 63 

smaller sizes that are not efficient light scatterers, even at 450 nm. 64 

During the summer of 2004, the International Consortium for Atmospheric Research on 65 
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Transport and Transformation (ICARTT) field experiment took place in the north eastern USA 66 

and Canada. The primary goal of the experiment was to study the transport and transformation of 67 

pollution of North American origin as it moved eastwards over the Atlantic Ocean and towards 68 

Europe. An instrumented ship, and a number of instrumented aircraft and surface stations 69 

measured a variety of gas- and particulate atmospheric constituents. This study will focus on data 70 

from the ground station at Chebogue Point, Nova Scotia, where the essential components of a 71 

CCN closure experiment were available. 72 

We use in-situ size distribution measurements together with both f(RH) (at three different 73 

wavelengths: λ1 = 450 nm (blue); λ2 = 550 nm (green); λ3 = 700 nm (red)) and g(RH) 74 

measurements at a range of particle sizes in order to constrain the aerosol composition and then 75 

predict CCN number concentrations at a range of supersaturations. We explore several 76 

assumptions about the complexity of aerosol composition and provide insight into how important 77 

each of these parameters is for reliable prediction of CCN for this particular data set. We also 78 

explore a number of instrumental issues that might be considered in future studies of this kind. 79 

2. Instrumentation  80 

The Chebogue Point ground site (43.74 N 62.12 W) operated from July 1st to August 15th, 81 

2004, during ICARTT and hosted a number of different teams measuring aerosol and gas phase 82 

constituents. For the purposes of our study the primary instrumentation used is listed below: 83 

(i) CCN counter (DMT, Boulder, Colorado) 84 

This single channel CCN counter [Roberts and Nenes, 2005] was programmed to step through 85 

a set of five supersaturations (S1 - S5) and a spectrum of the number of activated CCN (NCCN) as a 86 

function of S was recorded every 30 minutes. The nominal S set points were 0.09%, 0.23%, 87 

0.32%, 0.43% and 0.55%. However, the actual supersaturations can be slightly different for a 88 
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specific counter, due to small variations in instrument design and temperature measurement. A 89 

heat transfer and fluid dynamics model of the CCN instrument [Nenes et al., 2001; Lance et al., 90 

2006] was used to predict the actual S based on recorded temperatures inside the instrument. 91 

Calibrations are used to characterize the heat transfer across the wetted walls of the instrument 92 

and then supersaturation is calculated based on the recorded temperature gradient, pressure and 93 

inlet temperature. The detailed fluid dynamical model of the instrument [Roberts and Nenes, 94 

2005] is also used to calculate the (small) supersaturation variations arising from temporal 95 

fluctuations in the instrument temperature profile. Two different calculations of S are performed 96 

here and the sensitivity to these calculations will be explored. Predicted CCN are compared at 97 

the Si calculated from the model of the instrument; in a sensitivity test we also used the nominal 98 

values of the instrument. 99 

(ii) Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS, University of Manchester) 100 

The DMPS [Williams et al., 2000] measured the size distribution over the particle diameter range 101 

3 nm < Dp < 810 nm, at a constant RH in the range 35 to 40%, with a temporal resolution of 10 102 

minutes. The instrument uses two parallel DMAs coupled to Condensational Nucleus (CN) 103 

Counters (TSI Models 3025a and 3010) to classify and count particles according to their 104 

electrical mobility diameter. The nano- and long-column DMAs measured from 3 to 34 nm and 105 

29 to 817 nm, respectively. The size distribution is measured using both DMAs simultaneously; 106 

the overlap region forms the start of the measurement cycle in both DMAs, which thus acquire 107 

particle concentration data for the 29 to 34 nm range at the same point in time.   108 

(iii) CN Counter (TSI Model 3010): The CN counter measured the total particle concentration N. 109 

This counter has an efficiency of 50% at Dp = 10 nm and a lower detection limit of 6 nm 110 

[Hämeri et al., 2002].  111 
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(iv)   Humidograph system (NOAA/ESRL/GMD) 112 

The humidograph system for measuring f(RH) consisted of two integrating nephelometers (TSI 113 

3563) which measure total and back scattering at 3 wavelengths (450, 550, and 700 nm).  The 114 

RH in the reference nephelometer was maintained at 30-40%, while the humidity conditioning 115 

system generated RH usually between 40-95% for measurement in the second nephelometer. 116 

(The upper limit of RH was below RH = 90% for about ~ 25% of the time.) From the 117 

combination of the 'dry' nephelometer and 'wet' nephelometer measurements an f(RH) value for 118 

the specific 85% / 40%  values was obtained based on curve fitting. The uncertainty in the 119 

nephelometer measurements for a similar system has been calculated to be 8% [Clarke et al., 120 

2002]. 121 

The inlet to the humidograph system (and CCN counter) was equipped with an impactor to 122 

exclude particles and cloud droplets larger than 5 µm diameter, and every hour for 30 minutes a 123 

1 µm impactor was switched in line in order to provide an indication of the difference between 124 

sub-micron and total aerosol scattering.   125 

(v) Hygroscopicity Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer (HTDMA, University of Manchester): 126 

 g(RH) at RH = 90% 127 

The HTDMA measured the increase in particle diameter from 35 to 90% RH for a preselected 128 

monodisperse particle population at nominal diameters of Dp = 40, 60, 89, 137, 217 and 360 nm 129 

with a temporal resolution of one hour [Cubison et al., 2005]. Calibration for the offset in DMA 130 

sizing and variability in RH was achieved following the method of Weingartner et al. [2002] and 131 

verification of quantitative growth factor measurement using ammonium sulfate solution, 132 

referenced to well-described modeling in the literature (e.g., Topping et al. [2005]). In an attempt 133 

to limit kinetic effects, the HTDMA ran a residence chamber of roughly one minute between the 134 
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DMAs. The data retrieval based on an optimal estimation method was performed by the method 135 

described in Cubison et al. [2005]; this retrieval method was also able to determine the resolution 136 

of the instrument to be approximately 0.2 in g(RH) space. 137 

(vi) Aerosol Mass Spectrometer: Composition (vacuum aerodynamic diameter Dva > 40 nm) 138 

The Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) [Jayne et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2003] 139 

measured the size-resolved mass concentrations in the range 30 nm to 1 µm. The AMS uses an 140 

aerodynamic lens to focus the particles into a narrow beam, a roughened cartridge heater to 141 

vaporize them under high vacuum, and electron impact ionization plus a quadrupole mass 142 

spectrometer to analyze the vaporized molecules. Particle size is measured via particle time-of-143 

flight. Below about 80 nm the transmission falls off sharply, and at ~600 nm the transmission 144 

also falls off, decreasing to around 50% at a micron particle diameter [e.g., Jayne et al., 2000], 145 

which corresponds approximately to the PM1 definition. These effects are accounted for in the 146 

data analysis process used to calculate the relative composition for the CCN model. The AMS is 147 

operated in two modes: (1) a continuous mass spectrum mode without size information; and (2) a 148 

size distribution measurement mode for selected mass-to-charge ratio settings of the quadrupole. 149 

More detailed descriptions of the AMS instrument are available in Jayne et al. [2000], and 150 

Jimenez et al. [2003], and a detailed description of the analysis technique is given by Allan et al. 151 

[2003, 2004]. The results of the AMS analyses for this study are presented by Allan et al. [2006]. 152 

(vii) Equivalent black carbon (bulk): Light absorption measurements from a Multi-Angle 153 

Absorption Photometer [MAAP; Petzold and Schönlinner, 2004] were converted to equivalent 154 

black carbon (EBC) concentrations using a mass absorption coefficient of 6.6 m2 g-1. This factor 155 

was empirically calculated by the Thermo Electron company, which manufactures the MAAP 156 

instrument. 157 
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3. Model calculations 158 

The input data to the model consists of 30-min average measurements. The following input 159 

data are used: 160 

(i) aerosol number concentration Na,i [cm-3] in 55 size classes i (3 nm < Dp < 810 nm); 161 

(ii) CCN concentrations at the (instrument) recorded supersaturations (S1 - S5);  162 

(iii) f(RH) for three wavelengths, calculated at 85% RH and referenced to 40% RH; 163 

or 164 

(iv) g(RH) at six individual sizes (Dp = 40, 60, 89, 137, 217, 360 nm) at 90% RH.  165 

The approach to predicting CCN at the prescribed supersaturations is based on model 166 

calculations of particle uptake of water vapor for measured particle size distributions. The 167 

composition of the particles is constrained using f(RH) (Section 3.2) and, in a second set of 168 

calculations, using g(RH) (Section 3.3). Additional calculations have been performed using water 169 

vapor uptake calculations based on more detailed composition information from the AMS 170 

(Section 3.5).  171 

3.1 Hygroscopic growth 172 

We introduce the simplified model of the equilibrium size of a wet particle of radius r, 173 

comprising soluble and insoluble fractions. The equilibrium saturation Seq (= RH / 100%) is 174 

described by the Köhler equation 175 

 176 

(1) 177 

where Mw = molecular weight of water; σs = surface tension of the solution; R = ideal gas 178 

constant; T = temperature; ρw = density of water; νΦ ~ the van't Hoff factor, i.e., the product of 179 

the number of ions (ν) and the osmotic coefficient (Φ); Ms = molecular weight of the solute; 180 
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ρparticle = density of the haze particle, ms = soluble mass (mtotal – minsol) , i.e. 181 

ms = (1 - ε) · mtotal      (2) 182 

with mtotal = total mass of aerosol particle and ε = insoluble mass fraction. The second term in 183 

Equation 1 (the solute term) represents the ratio of moles of solute (= f (νΦ, Ms)) to moles of 184 

water at a given relative humidity. 185 

Measurements of the aerosol particle composition at Chebogue Point during the 186 

measurement period show that ammonium and sulfate were the predominant inorganic 187 

components. The nitrate fraction was always small (< 5%). The mole ratio of ammonium to 188 

sulfate during five selected periods during which we did a more detailed analysis of the 189 

importance of composition (cf. Section 3.5) was always 2 or greater. Based on this analysis, we 190 

use ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 as a proxy for the soluble fraction of the aerosol. Its molecular 191 

weight is Ms = 132 g mol-1, it is fully soluble, and its van't Hoff factor νΦ  is calculated based on 192 

a parameterization of the measurements by Kunkel [1969]. Note that all assumptions of the 193 

physico-chemical properties also hold for periods during which the aerosol might not have been 194 

fully neutralized and ammonium bisulfate NH4HSO4 was the dominant inorganic solute [Allan et 195 

al., 2006] because its hygroscopicity (∝ νΦ / Ms) differs by < 5% from that of ammonium 196 

sulfate. The model approach takes into account the hygroscopicity of particles in a simplified 197 

way by modeling the mole ratio of water/solute. It does not require detailed information on 198 

different solutes that are likely to exist in the aerosol (inorganics, organics). Similar ideas haven 199 

been successfully applied by Rissler et al. [2004]. In Section 3.5, we refine this model to account 200 

for more complex composition, e.g. soluble organics.  201 
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3.2 Optical growth factor f(RH) as a composition constraint 202 

The nephelometer measures the scattering of the aerosol population as an integrated value for the 203 

particle size range. In order to calculate the light scattering σsp of the discretized aerosol 204 

population we use Mie theory [e.g., Bohren and Huffmann, 1983].  205 

(3) 206 

where Na,i is the number concentration of particles with radius ri (at a given RH) in size class i 207 

and the scattering efficiency Qscat is a function of the particle size, refractive index m, and 208 

wavelength λ 209 

(4) 210 

For this application we used an average refractive index m for the total aerosol distribution of m 211 

= 1.45 + 0.005i, values derived from a comparison of the light scattering measured by a 212 

nephelometer (λ = 450 nm) for the analyzed data set to light scattering calculations (Mie theory) 213 

based on the measured aerosol size distribution measurements in this study. Calculations are 214 

performed at a reference RH = 40% ('dry') and at RH = 85% ('wet') to yield the enhancement in 215 

the total scattering σsp [m2 m-3] of the aerosol population. The optical growth factor f(RH) is 216 

calculated for each of the individual measured size distributions, with  217 

   (5) 218 

In a first approach, we apply the assumption as described in 3.1, namely that the aerosol is 219 

only composed of a soluble (with ammonium sulfate as proxy compound) fraction and an 220 

insoluble fraction ε. In order to constrain the mass fraction at each 30 min time step, the 221 

insoluble mass fraction ε is varied over the range 0% < ε < 99% (in 1% steps) until the model 222 

aerosol exhibits the same f(RH) as the measured data (Figure 1). This approach is similar to those 223 

that have been suggested by Rissler et al. [2004] and Petters and Kreidenweis [2006] who 224 
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suggested that hygroscopicity, and, thus, growth factors can be simply represented by the 225 

solute/water mole ratio without detailed knowledge of specific solute properties. 226 

As described previously, a RH of 40% was used as reference for the dry state of the particles. 227 

However, it is likely that the particles contain small amounts of water at RH = 40%. In order to 228 

correct the measurements for the remaining water mass one would have to make assumptions 229 

about the composition of the particle, which is exactly the property we seek to constrain through 230 

use of f(RH). The effect of this small amount of water is that predicted insoluble fractions should 231 

be slightly smaller, with commensurate effects on activated number concentration. This effect is 232 

likely to be small relative to the uncertainties in many of the other properties.  233 

3.3 Physical growth factor g(RH) as a composition constraint 234 

While f(RH) represents an integrated value for the size distribution, the physical growth factor 235 

g(RH) is derived for individual particle sizes  236 

.    (6) 237 

During the experiment, growth factors were measured for six particle diameters (Dp = 40, 60, 89, 238 

137, 217, 360 nm). The measured values as a function of particle size and time are shown in 239 

Figure 2. The fact that smaller particles exhibit higher g(RH) than larger ones is inconsistent with 240 

a consistent composition throughout the size range. It suggests rather that particles > 100 nm are 241 

contain less hygroscopic material.  242 

In our first set of modeling calculations we compare the applicability of f(RH) and g(RH) as a 243 

constraint on aerosol composition. Since the particle sizes that contribute most to scattering have 244 

sizes Dp > 100 nm we average only the g(RH) values of the largest three sizes (g(RH)3) and apply 245 

the same procedure to determine the composition (ε) as done for f(RH). In additional calculations 246 

we investigate the extent to which CCN predictions change if an average of all g(RH) values is 247 
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applied (g(RH)all).   248 

3.4 Calculation of CCN number  249 

The (NH4)2SO4/ε composition determined from this iterative process, using f(RH) and g(RH) 250 

as composition constraints, is then used to calculate the CCN number concentration at the five 251 

supersaturations (S1 – S5) in the CCN instrument. It can be shown (Equations 7-11) that particles 252 

which have a dry radius greater than or equal to rd,c (the critical dry radius) are activated at a 253 

supersaturation Seq (Eq.-1) [Pruppacher and Klett, 1997]:  254 

(7) 255 

 256 

with 257 

(8) 258 

and 259 

with ρs = density of the solute. The activation radius rw,c, i.e., the wet particle size at which the 260 

particles are activated, is calculated as 261 

(9) 262 

with   263 

(10) 264 

and 265 

(11) 266 

3.5 Refinement of aerosol composition: Organic fraction 267 

In a second application of the model, we have refined the previous approaches by considering 268 

more complex aerosol compositions and included information on organic, inorganic and EBC 269 

mass fractions derived from AMS and MAAP measurements for five selected periods. The 270 

w

sw
ρTR
σM2

A =
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inorganic fraction is assumed to be (NH4)2SO4 and the organic fraction is assumed to have an 271 

average molecular weight Ms = 200 g mol-1 and van't Hoff factor νΦ = 1. For the model 272 

calculations, an average density for all particles has been derived using the method of comparing 273 

electrical mobility and aerodynamic diameters described by DeCarlo et al. [2004]. 274 

We apply this simple set of properties to the organic fraction and do not account for any 275 

deviations from ideal behavior (i.e., we assume Φ = 1) as we lack information on that from the 276 

measurements. For the same reason, we also assume that the organic fraction forms an ideal 277 

solution, i.e. we do not apply complex thermodynamic models [e.g. Clegg et al., 2001; Topping 278 

et al., 2004] in order to account for interactions between inorganic and organic components. 279 

Rather, we treat the water uptake on the aerosol by each component (organic/inorganic) 280 

separately, according to the ZSR approach [Zdanovskii, 1948; Stokes and Robinson, 1966]. It 281 

should be noted that the real composition of the organic fraction is likely much more complex 282 

than represented by only one compound (as defined by M, σ and νΦ). We discuss the 283 

implications for particle growth under sub- and supersaturated conditions (i.e., growth factors 284 

and CCN activation, respectively) in Section 5.3.  285 

4. Results 286 

4.1 f(RH)  287 

Figure 3 shows the measured vs. predicted CCN number concentrations based on the 288 

measured size distribution and derived composition (as represented by ε) that produced a match 289 

between measured and calculated f(RH) at the given wavelength. Table 1a summarizes the 290 

parameters of the regression lines for all plots in Figures 3a-c. We only compare those data for 291 

which simultaneous measurements of Na, f(RH) at three wavelengths, and g(RH) were available 292 

(400 samples). In less than ten cases the model was unable to match the measured growth factor 293 
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(‘No CCN calculation’ in Figure 1). In these cases the growth factors exceeded the value that 294 

was predicted for pure ammonium sulfate (ε = 0).  295 

The difference between predicted and measured CCN is largest at S1 but becomes 296 

progressively smaller at S ≥ S2 until the best-fit regression fit approaches the 1:1 line. The 297 

consistent bias at S1 can either be explained by inappropriate assumptions in the applied model 298 

that yields a CCN number that is too high or, alternatively, by uncertainties in the CCN 299 

instrument, which lead to small CCN numbers: The measured small CCN number concentration 300 

might suggest that the particles contain a significant fraction of insoluble material, which we 301 

calculated to be ε ~ 0.88. However, the AMS composition data do not support such high 302 

insoluble fraction as in all cases the inorganic fraction (which is composed mainly of 303 

ammonium, sulfate and nitrate) was always greater than 20%. In addition, the average growth 304 

factor of an aerosol population composed of ammonium sulfate and 88% insoluble material 305 

would be g(RH) ~ 1.16, which is significantly smaller than any of the time-dependent measured 306 

growth factors (Figure 2).  307 

It is possible in principle that a small fraction of the organic mass sometimes goes undetected 308 

by the AMS. However, the organic mass detected with the AMS compares well with the OC 309 

measured with thermal-optical instruments and with the total volume or mass measured with 310 

instruments such as SMPS and TEOM (Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance). If 5-10% of 311 

the organic mass was not detected by the AMS, this would likely be missed by such 312 

intercomparisons due to inherent scatter, or calibration uncertainties of all instruments, but such 313 

small deviations would not translate into uncertainties in the assumed inorganic/organic fractions 314 

that could explain the large bias at S1. 315 

In order to explain the bias by instrumental uncertainties in the CCN counter a value of S1 ~ 316 
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0.03% has to be assumed, a value deemed unrealistically low based on the instrument model 317 

calculations. Examination of the manner in which the CCN counter was operated shows that the 318 

progressive overprediction of the  CCN number concentration with decreasing S is a result of the 319 

higher than desirable flow rates in the CCN instrument: At small S, the flow rate of 0.5 L min-1 is 320 

large enough that droplets do not reach the size threshold of 0.75 µm above which they are 321 

detected by the optical particle counter (OPC). In future applications operation at lower flow 322 

rates is recommended to allow particles to grow to detectable sizes [Lance et al., 2006].  323 

The regression coefficients for all supersaturations and f(RH) data increase with decreasing 324 

wavelength. This is explained by Figure 4 where we have plotted the average distribution of all 325 

400 size distributions (dry and humidified), as well as the total scattering σsp as a function of 326 

particle size (Equation 4) for all three wavelengths, at RH = 40% and RH = 85%. It is clear that 327 

the shortest (blue) wavelength is more sensitive to small particles than the longer wavelengths. 328 

Comparing the size ranges that contribute to scattering and the critical diameters at S1 and S5 it 329 

becomes evident that for this size distribution, f(RH) contains composition information down to 330 

particle diameters of about 100 nm assuming a homogenous, internally mixed aerosol population 331 

throughout the size range. (For size distributions exhibiting a significant increase in the number 332 

of particles with decreasing size, the information content will extend to sizes smaller than 100 333 

nm.) However, the fraction of the light scattering contributed by particles of size near the critical 334 

diameters (Dcrit1-Dcrit5) is very small. Thus, the good performance of the CCN closure in Figure 335 

3, in which the activation of small particles is predicted based on scattering of larger particles, 336 

suggests relatively small differences in particle hygroscopicity over the range of sizes at this 337 

remote location where particles have had ample time to age. This closure exercise would likely 338 

be less successful e.g. in an urban area where the sources and composition of the particles around 339 
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Dcrit, and the particles that dominate light scattering exhibit greater variability. 340 

In Figure 5, we show the corresponding insoluble fractions ε that are required in order to 341 

match the measured f(RH). Using the three f(RH) values, the predicted average is ε ~ 0.63. An 342 

error in the nephelometer measurements and, thus, in f(RH) of about 8% translates into an error 343 

∆ε ~ 0.15 at ε ~ 0.63. Approximately the same composition is predicted at all three wavelengths. 344 

The successful prediction of CCN based on this composition which includes particle diameters < 345 

100 nm (e.g., at S5) suggests that the assumption of an internal mixture composition that is 346 

invariant with size is appropriate and any differences in hygroscopicity throughout the size range 347 

are small. Thus, for these conditions we show that composition information from any range of 348 

the size distribution can be used as a proxy for the whole size range. In the case of varying 349 

composition throughout the particle sizes, the application of f(RH) in order to determine the 350 

composition for CCN relevant sizes is likely to be less successful. 351 

4.2 g(RH)  352 

The growth factors g(RH) were determined for six different sizes (40-360 nm). For some 353 

periods there is no clear difference between the measured growth factors in this size range 354 

(Figure 2); however, in general, the largest particles exhibit smaller g(RH) values than particles < 355 

100 nm. This behavior cannot be explained by an internally mixed aerosol population as, all else 356 

being equal, smaller particles should have smaller g(RH) due to the Kelvin (curvature) effect 357 

(first term on the right hand side of Eq.-1). In a first approach we compare the data derived based 358 

on both approaches of growth factor measurements (f(RH) and g(RH)) and we use g(RH)3 (i.e. 359 

Dp > 100 nm) since scattering is also dominated by particle sizes above this threshold. In 360 

addition, we also summarize regression parameters in Table 1a and Figure 6 that were derived 361 

based on an average of all size growth factors g(RH)all. 362 
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The results in Figure 6 have been obtained using the same procedure as described in section 4.1 363 

and Figure 1, except that now the water vapor uptake characteristics of the aerosol model are 364 

constrained by g(RH). The composition (i.e., ε) is varied until the model matches the measured 365 

value g(RH)3. This calculation is consistent with that of Rissler et al. [2004]. We see that the 366 

model using g(RH)3 leads to an overestimate of the CCN number concentration that is small at 367 

high S but increases with decreasing S, and has less scatter than the comparison based on f(RH) 368 

(Figure 3). The high bias in predicted CCN at S1 is again primarily attributed to the large flow 369 

rate in the CCN counter and the inability of the OPC to detect the growing droplets. 370 

(Explanations based on composition variability with size, and/or mixing state cannot be ruled out 371 

but are deemed less likely.) At S1, there is some small improvement in the slope of the regression 372 

(Table 1a) when an attempt is made to account for variability of composition with size (compare 373 

g(RH)3 and g(RH)all), but there remains a very strong overestimate in predicted CCN 374 

concentration. For this simple aerosol model, the composition measurements do not support the 375 

very high insoluble fraction (ε = 0.88) that would be required to match the small CCN number at 376 

low S. The general bias towards larger values of predicted CCN has been observed in previous 377 

closure studies for similar conditions, e.g. by Broekhuizen et al. [2005] who attributed the bias to 378 

poor size resolution.  379 

In Figure 5, the predicted insoluble fractions ε based on g(RH) are compared to those obtained 380 

using f(RH). It is evident that there is a systematic difference, with smaller insoluble fractions 381 

derived from g(RH)3 (average ± standard deviation ε ~ 0.53 ± 0.14, compared to ε = 0.63 ± 0.16 382 

based on f(RH)). If the growth factors of the more hygroscopic particles are also included 383 

(g(RH)all), ε = 0.39 ± 0.16 is predicted.  384 

 385 
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4.3 Comparison of f(RH) and g(RH) results 386 

4.3.1 Agreement in predicted CCN 387 

Both Figures 3 and 6 (and Table 1) show a correlation r2 > 0.8 between the predicted and 388 

measured CCN number concentrations for both f(RH) and g(RH) at S ≥ S3, with results 389 

improving with increasing S. In order to check if this is based on common agreement for the 390 

same data points, Figure 7 compares the calculated CCN numbers based on f(RH)green and 391 

g(RH)3. The agreement is worst at S1 since use of g(RH)3 leads to a greater overestimate of the 392 

CCN number than the data based on f(RH)green (see slope of regression lines in Table 1a). In 393 

Figure 5 we showed that the insoluble fraction ε  derived from modeling f(RH) was about 0.63 394 

whereas the corresponding value based on g(RH)3 is lower (ε ~ 0.53). However, at the higher 395 

supersaturations S2 - S5 predictions based on g(RH) and f(RH)green lead to CCN numbers that 396 

exhibit a small difference between the two predicted CCN number concentrations, which is 397 

reflected by the slope of the regression line of 1.15 to 0.98 at low and high S, respectively (Table 398 

1b, Figure 7). At S2-S4 , there are apparently two separate groups of data: Most of the points are 399 

close to the 1:1 line while a small fraction of the points shows a distinctly greater slope. The 400 

measurements for these few points were contiguous in time during a period with high organic 401 

fraction (cf. Section 4.4.1, period 1). However, even a closer analysis of all available 402 

measurements for period 1 does not lead to any comprehensive explanation for the differences 403 

between the CCN calculated from g(RH) and f(RH) compared to the other data points. 404 

4.3.2 Assumption of constant ε 405 

In order to explore the extent to which the knowledge of the effective insoluble fraction is 406 

important for CCN prediction, we assumed a constant ε (37% (NH4)2SO4/ 63% insoluble) for all 407 

data based on the f(RH) composition modeling. Note that this ε could not have been known a 408 
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priori. The results using ε = 0.63 are shown in Figure 8. In addition, we compare the parameters 409 

of the regression lines for these plots in Table 1a for the same data points as compared in Figures 410 

3 and 6. At all supersaturations the slopes of the regression lines are comparable to those derived 411 

using variable ε. The variation of ε in the range we predict based on f(RH) and g(RH) 412 

measurements leads to the same predicted CCN number concentration at higher S. This suggests 413 

that small differences in hygroscopicity (as implied by changing ε in Eqs.1-3, as a possible proxy 414 

for other aerosol composition properties in Eq.-1) from the average for the period play a rather 415 

weak role for the activation of the aerosol sampled at Chebogue Point.  416 

4.4 Increasing the complexity of aerosol composition 417 

4.4.1 Inorganic, organic, insoluble and equivalent black carbon fraction 418 

Table 2 contains information about five different selected periods that have been chosen in 419 

order to analyze more closely the effects of aerosol composition on the calculated CCN. The 420 

periods have been selected based on differences in composition, mass loading, and aerosol 421 

history. However, they can be classified into two broad groups: Periods 1, 2, and 5 exhibit high 422 

organic fractions, while during periods 3 and 4 the inorganic fraction dominates. For each of 423 

these periods we have defined mass fractions for inorganics, organics and EBC based on the 424 

AMS and MAAP measurements. Particle composition is assumed to be constant with size and all 425 

particles are assumed to contain an internal mixture of the species present in the same mass 426 

proportions as in the average composition. Clearly this is still a simplified model since g(RH) 427 

measurements indicate a change in composition with size (Figure 2). 428 

We assumed the properties for (NH4)2SO4 for the inorganic fraction, since ammonium and 429 

sulfate are the predominant inorganic solutes (and NH4HSO4 has very similar hygroscopic 430 

properties), even though the aerosols had a more complex inorganic composition. Most of the 431 
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organics at Chebogue Point can be classified as oxygenated organic aerosols (OOA) [Allan et al., 432 

2006]. Recent results of field experiments in Tokyo indicate that about 90% of OOA detected 433 

with an AMS are water-soluble, as measured with the PILS-OC (Particle-in-liquid-sampler, 434 

organic carbon) technique [Kondo et al., 2006]. 435 

In order to check our previous predictions of the effective insoluble fraction ε we show in 436 

Figure 9 the measured organic fractions and equivalent black carbon fractions and the insoluble 437 

fraction as predicted from the calculations described in Section 4.1, based on f(RH)green as a 438 

constraint (the error bars represent the standard deviation based on all predicted ε in the 439 

respective period). Assuming that all organics are effectively insoluble and the insoluble fraction 440 

of the aerosol is composed only of EBC and organics, the difference between the measured and 441 

the predicted insoluble fractions is in all cases less than 10%. The inference that almost all of the 442 

organic mass can be modeled as effectively insoluble seemingly contradicts the previous 443 

classification of OOA as water-soluble. A possible reason for this discrepancy might be 444 

differences between the OOA solubility in Tokyo and Chebogue Point. A more likely 445 

explanation is that particles at RH = 85 % do not contain much water (water/solute mass ratio ~ 446 

1) and, thus, organics of limited solubility might not be fully dissolved. At high ionic 447 

concentrations in the aqueous phase organics might form a separate phase due to the 'salting out' 448 

effect which leads to an even smaller apparent solubility. In the PILS-OC instrument the organic 449 

mass is diluted to typical concentrations of 1-2·10-4 g L-1 water (100-200 ppb kg-1 [R. Weber, 450 

personal communication]). Our results suggest that most of the water-soluble organic carbon 451 

determined in analyses such as the PILS-OC might not influence the particle growth by water 452 

uptake at subsaturated conditions. 453 

In Figure 10 the comparison is shown of the predicted CCN number concentration based on  454 
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f(RH)green using the (NH4)2SO4/ε  model and the more complex directly-measured composition 455 

described in Table 2. Both are plotted as a function of the measured CCN concentrations. Unlike 456 

the composition variation performed in Section 4.1 and 4.2 where ε was varied over the total 457 

aerosol mass, the variation of the insoluble fraction is now only done over the organic fraction 458 

(ε'). In most cases, this approach is not able to match the measured f(RH)green values since it 459 

requires even more insoluble mass than is represented by ε' =1 (organic + EBC fraction = 460 

insoluble). Therefore we show the predicted CCN for the boundary value of ε' = 1 (i.e., organics 461 

modeled as completely insoluble) for all periods. It is noted that in some cases when the AMS 462 

and MAAP data are included in the calculations, there is a marginal improvement in the 463 

predicted number of CCN (e.g., period 5). However, in general the benefit of the additional 464 

complexity in the aerosol model is small.  465 

In previous CCN closure studies it has been assumed that all organics are insoluble, and that 466 

the remainder of the aerosol mass contains additional insoluble material. Even this assumption 467 

can lead to an overestimate of the CCN numbers by about 25% [Broekhuizen et al., 2005]. In this 468 

latter study, it is suggested that the agreement in the CCN closure might be improved with more 469 

detailed information on (i) size-resolved composition and (ii) the mixing state of the aerosol 470 

population, i.e. the existence of completely insoluble and soluble particles of the same size 471 

(external mixture).  472 

For our model calculations we have assumed an internal mixture for all particles. As g(RH) 473 

measurements are performed for single particles at selected sizes an externally mixed aerosol 474 

population will result in a growth factor distribution. Based on the uncertainty of the instrument 475 

(∆g(RH) = 0.2) we cannot fully exclude the possibility of externally mixed aerosols. However, 476 

the hygroscopicity of particles having different compositions was very similar, i.e. within the 477 
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range of the instrument's uncertainty. The uncertainty in g(RH) of about 0.2 translates into ∆ε ~ 478 

0.3. As shown in Section 4.3.2, the assumption of a constant value for ε did not change the 479 

predicted CCN significantly for the retrieved range of ε between ~ 0.3 and 0.9 (Figure 5). 480 

Nevertheless, inaccuracies in g(RH) measurements might have a significant bearing on ε and 481 

need to be considered in retrievals of this kind. 482 

4.4.2 Additional information on composition 483 

Size-resolved composition: In addition to the size-averaged composition given in Table 2, we 484 

have used size-resolved information on composition. Information was available for particles 485 

greater than Dva = 100 nm (vacuum aerodynamic diameter, DeCarlo et al. [2004]) for three 486 

different size ranges (100-250 nm, 250-700 nm, >700 nm). The EBC fraction is assumed 487 

constant for all size classes since it was determined from the absorption properties of the total 488 

aerosol population and we have no means of apportioning it by size. The insoluble fraction of 489 

these calculations was assumed to be ε' = 1, as in Section 4.4.1. Due to the lack of further 490 

information we had to make assumptions about the composition of particles smaller than Dva = 491 

100 nm and varied their composition between 99% insoluble and completely soluble ammonium 492 

sulfate. Even this refinement of the composition did not lead to any improvement in the 493 

agreement between measured and predicted CCN numbers compared to Figure 10. Results are 494 

therefore not shown. 495 

Refractive index of organic fraction: The refractive index of the internally mixed 496 

inorganic/organic aerosol, as used in the model calculations in the previous sections, is based on 497 

the consistency between measured optical properties and calculations based on aerosol size 498 

distributions over the entire measurement campaign. The refractive index of organic aerosol 499 

constituents is poorly constrained. Since no further specification of the organic fraction for our 500 
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specific data set is available, we have explored the possible effects of refractive index of the 501 

organics by considering the range of values found in literature studies for organics in different 502 

locations. We have found that even the variation from m = 1.53 [Malm et al., 2005], to m = 1.43 503 

– 0.0035 i [Gelencser et al., 2004] does not lead to any significant change in predicted CCN 504 

number concentration.  (In the interests of brevity, results are not shown.) 505 

Density of organic fraction: The densities given in Table 2 represent average densities for the 506 

total aerosol population during the individual periods, derived from the closure of the AMS and 507 

SMPS size distributions [DeCarlo et al., 2004]. The average density of OOA which were 508 

predominant at Chebogue Point has been determined as ρorg = 1.4 g cm-3 [Cross et al., 2006]. If 509 

we disregard the average densities used in the previous section, but use the explicit densities for 510 

all mass fractions as individual input parameters we did not observe any significant improvement 511 

in the prediction of CCN.  512 

5. Discussion 513 

5.1 Critical radius, S and size distribution 514 

Figures 3, 6 and 7 show higher correlation coefficients r2 (Table 1) between measured and 515 

predicted CCN number at higher supersaturation for both f(RH)- and g(RH)-derived values. In 516 

this section we discuss the reasons for higher uncertainty in CCN prediction at low S. The 517 

relationship between the properties of an activated particle and the critical supersaturation is 518 

given by Equations 7 through 10. By assuming a uniform composition throughout the size 519 

distribution we can determine the minimum dry size (rd,c in Equation 8) of the activated particles 520 

for any given size distribution and supersaturation. In Figure 11, we show the average of all 400 521 

size distributions, the cumulative number concentration and the two average critical diameters 522 

(Dcrit1 and Dcrit5) at S1 and S5, respectively. We assume an uncertainty in the activated sizes of 523 
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one size bin (dashed, vertical lines). Since the diameter bins in the size distribution are 524 

logarithmically distributed, this assumption leads to the same relative uncertainty in size. This 525 

uncertainty translates into a difference in activated particle numbers ∆NS as shown by the 526 

differences between the horizontal lines at each of the critical diameters. We calculate the 527 

relative error δ 528 

      (12) 529 

in the total number of activated particles NS
tot and find that δ1 = 194/412 = 0.47; and δ5 530 

=152/1127 = 0.13). At low S (i.e. large sizes), δ is about 3.5 times greater than at high S. This is 531 

because in the latter case a major fraction of the aerosol population is activated, and any 532 

uncertainties in activation of additional particles represent a smaller fraction of the total activated 533 

number that leads to a smaller relative change. (The magnitude of these differences will vary 534 

with size distribution shape but the general picture is clear.) This estimate of uncertainty only 535 

explains the scattering of the points around the regression line (precision). Any systematic bias 536 

as explained previously, e.g. due to instrumental uncertainties, leads to error in the accuracy of 537 

the CCN predictions (intercept and slopes of regression lines) that are independent of the relative 538 

uncertainty (Table 1). 539 

5.2 Calculation of supersaturation 540 

As stated in Section 2, the nominal values of S1 have been corrected by means of the model by 541 

Lance et al. [2006] in order to account for small temporal deviations in the temperature profile in 542 

the CCN counter. In order to explore to what extent this correction of S at each 30 min time step 543 

improves agreement between predicted and measured CCN, we repeated the calculations from 544 

Figure 3b (f(RH)green) but used the nominal S values (S1 = 0.09%, S2 = 0.21 %, S3 = 0.32%, S4 = 545 

0.43% S5 = 0.55%) as specified by the instrument for the duration of the experiment. The results 546 
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are shown in Figure 12 and the corresponding regression parameters listed in Table 1a. For S ≥ 547 

S2, the assumption of the constant nominal supersaturation values over the whole time period 548 

does not bias the results significantly, for the reasons discussed in Section 5.1. 549 

5.3 Complexity of organic fraction 550 

As pointed out previously, no information on the organic properties relevant for hygroscopicity 551 

could be derived based on the AMS data. This omission leads to some uncertainties in the 552 

description of aerosol composition and hygroscopicity. The set of properties we have chosen for 553 

the organic fraction reflects a single compound with a relatively small molecular weight (Ms = 554 

200 g mol-1), that does not affect surface tension, and that forms an ideal mixture with other 555 

(inorganic) water-soluble compounds. This representation of the organic fraction is greatly 556 

simplified as it has been shown that the organic fraction of atmospheric aerosol can be composed 557 

of hundreds of different compounds with a broad range of physico-chemical properties. A large 558 

fraction of this organic fraction can be composed of high molecular weight components that 559 

reduce the surface tension of aqueous particles and might not be fully miscible with water [e.g., 560 

Decesari et al., 2000].  561 

As shown in the modeling study by Ervens et al. [2005], at sub-saturated conditions, the 562 

particle growth is dominated by the solute term (∝ r-3; second term in Eq.-1) as the Kelvin term 563 

(∝ r-1; first term in Eq.-1) is small at small particle radii. Thus, hygroscopic growth is mainly 564 

determined by molecular weight Ms and the van't Hoff factor νΦ. If the van't Hoff factor also 565 

increases with increasing molecular weight (e.g. the polarity and water-miscibility of the 566 

compound decrease) both parameters will have an opposite effect. In general, organic 567 

compounds can reduce the surface tension of aqueous particles which in turn decreases the 568 

critical diameter of activation (Eqs. 7-11). High molecular weight compounds have the most 569 
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distinct effect on surface tension reduction. However, the surface tension of aqueous solutions is 570 

concentration dependent, and with increasing particle size the solutions are more dilute and the 571 

surface tension effect is reduced. We cannot quantify the extent of which organic properties 572 

counter each other. However, we point out that these properties should be considered together, 573 

and that their combined effects might weaken the influence of organic properties on hygroscopic 574 

growth and particle activation. 575 

6. Summary and conclusions 576 

6.1 What is the relative usefulness of f(RH) vs. g(RH)? 577 

We have used measured size distributions and optical (f(RH)) or physical (g(RH)) 578 

hygroscopic growth factor measurements at RH = 85% and RH= 90%, respectively, to predict 579 

CCN number concentrations. The data were obtained over a period of four weeks during 580 

July/August 2004, at Chebogue Point, Nova Scotia, Canada, as part of the ICARTT study.  581 

To our knowledge this is the first study in which  582 

(i) f(RH) has been used to extrapolate growth information of aerosols at subsaturated conditions 583 

to their CCN activity and  584 

(ii) the resulting CCN number predictions have been compared to those based on g(RH) 585 

measurements.  586 

The current results suggest that for this data set either of these growth factors can be used to 587 

give reliable predictions of CCN number at supersaturations S > ~ 0.3%. We hypothesise, based 588 

on the current analysis, that similar success could have been achieved at lower S, had lower CCN 589 

flow rates been applied during the experiment, but this cannot be verified a posteriori. In 590 

addition, we cannot completely rule out the possibility that assumptions about composition at the 591 

large particle sizes and/or uncertainty in g(RH) measurements play a role in the poor retrievals at 592 
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low S.  593 

It should also be pointed out here that f(RH) retrievals may be less effective if the composition 594 

of the aerosol population vs. size is not as homogeneous as in the present study. In the presence 595 

of several modes that are composed of different species, as more typically observed in an urban 596 

area, it is unclear how useful the observed growth characteristics based on f(RH) will be for 597 

inferring CCN properties. 598 

6.2 What information is most crucial for CCN prediction? 599 

The data set acquired at Chebogue Point during the ICARTT field study included detailed 600 

information on aerosol properties, namely time-resolved measurements of size distribution, 601 

number concentration, and size-resolved composition. In addition, three different f(RH), g(RH) at 602 

six different particle sizes, and a sophisticated approach to determine the exact supersaturation at 603 

which the CCN number concentration was measured, were available. Such a detailed data set is 604 

rarely available from field studies. Based on our numerous sensitivity tests, we provide guidance 605 

in Table 3 as to what information is most crucial for future successful CCN closure experiments 606 

for similar conditions. We caution that these conclusions pertain specifically to the data from 607 

Chebogue Point and may not always be appropriate. As shown in Table 3, the most important 608 

information for CCN closure is the measured aerosol size distribution and the supersaturation. A 609 

simple representation of aerosol composition based on an internally mixed soluble/insoluble 610 

mixture, constrained by either g(RH) or f(RH), appears to be quite adequate, especially at high 611 

supersaturations. This supports the notion that the water uptake by oxygenated organic aerosol in 612 

concentrated solutions is negligible and the organic fraction can be modeled as water-insoluble 613 

(Eqs.-1 and 2). Temporal variation in composition, and even the variability in composition with 614 

size (e.g., as reflected in g(RH) measurements), does not appear to be of great importance during 615 
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the period of study at Chebogue Point even in periods when organic species clearly dominate the 616 

aerosol mass. Attempting to refine the composition using measured equivalent black carbon and 617 

organic fractions does not contribute significantly to an improvement in the agreement between 618 

predicted and measured CCN number concentrations. If hygroscopic growth information is 619 

unavailable, predictions of CCN may still be feasible provided some a priori composition 620 

information is available (e.g. insoluble fraction and appropriate parameterization of the solute 621 

properties). This conclusion is in general agreement with the parameterization by Fitzgerald 622 

[1975] that shows a correlation between the insoluble fraction and CCN number for a constant 623 

composition of an aerosol population that is internally mixed.  624 

Note that the requirement of accurate knowledge of S in the CCN instrument is important for 625 

successful closure, but not for independent CCN predictions. Measured size distribution and 626 

hygroscopic information should suffice for routine CCN predictions. Similar conclusions have 627 

been drawn by Rissler et al. [2004] and Dusek et al. [2006] based on analysis of Brazilian 628 

biomass burning aerosol and aerosol in central Germany, respectively. However, in these latter 629 

studies the lowest supersaturation at which CCN analyses were performed were 0.33% and 0.4%, 630 

respectively, which corresponds approximately to S3 and S4 in our study. In all these studies, it 631 

has been consistently found that with decreasing supersaturation the CCN measurements are 632 

more sensitive to instrumental conditions and counting statistics. 633 

CCN closure studies describe particle activation under equilibrium conditions. They represent 634 

an important step towards our understanding of the role of aerosol particles in cloud formation 635 

processes. In order to give a more realistic picture of cloud formation, dynamic processes also 636 

have to be considered as has been done in a recent study by Ervens et al. [2005], who examined 637 

the effect of composition on cloud droplet number concentration. There it was shown that only 638 
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significant changes (~ factor of 5) in the solute term will change the cloud drop number 639 

concentration appreciably (~ 15%), with the importance increasing with decreasing updraft 640 

velocities and increasing aerosol number concentration. Sensitivity to composition in CCN 641 

measurements does not necessarily translate into sensitivity in drop number concentration as in a 642 

rising air parcel both the time for particle growth and the amount of available water vapor are 643 

limited and, thus, effects of competition for water vapor might influence the growth rates of 644 

particles.  645 

Further aerosol measurements and model studies are required to extend our understanding of 646 

the relationship between aerosol and cloud properties. It remains to be seen to what extent the 647 

conclusions we have drawn from our current study hold true for other locations and aerosol 648 

conditions where there is more complexity in aerosol composition and mixing state and to which 649 

aerosol activation behavior can be parameterized in order to describe cloud processes properly. 650 
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Table 1a: Regression line parameters (intercept a, slope b) and correlation coefficients r2 for calculated vs. measured CCN number 

concentrations using different input parameters in order to constrain the aerosol composition. All regressions are performed 

for the 400 data points for which a complete data set (S, g(RH), f(RH), and Na) is available. 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 

f(RH)blue 36 2.4 0.53 230 0.97 0.50 80 1.06 0.83 19 1.04 0.88 7 1.05 0.91 

f(RH)green 38 2.4 0.53 234 0.94 0.49 100 1.03 0.80 37 1.02 0.83 20 1.04 0.90 

f(RH)red 38 2.4 0.53 237 0.93 0.48 110 1.01 0.79 48 1.01 0.86 29 1.03 0.89 

g(RH)3 ≥ 137 nm 46 2.7 0.53 215 1.16 0.57 66 1.22 0.91 38 1.12 0.90 18 1.13 0.94 

g(RH)all, 40-360 nm 52 3.3 0.55 263 1.26 0.57 106 1.27 0.91 80 1.14 0.90 52 1.14 0.93 

Constant ε 68 2.3 0.42 262 0.95 0.51 96 1.10 0.88 64 1.05 0.86 60 1.06 0.88 

nominal  S values 106 1.8 0.38 305 1.08 0.47 112 1.13 0.84 62 1.07 0.90 42 1.08 0.91 



 

 

Table 1b: Regression line parameters (intercept a, slope b) and correlation coefficients (r2) for calculated CCN numbers using 

f(RH)green (Figure 3a) and g(RH)3 as composition constraint (Figure 7)  

 

 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 

 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 a b r2 

CCN number using 

g(RH)3 vs. f(RH)green 

49 

 

1.15 0.90 88 1.12 0.93 97 0.99 0.96 109 0.96 0.96 58 0.98 0.98 



 

 

 Table 2: Composition ((NH4)2SO4/organic/EBC) and aerosol distribution details for individual periods (average) 

 
 

# Mass fractions ε predicted 

based on 

f(RH)green 

Density 

[g cm-3] 

Mass loading 

 [µg m-3] 

Particle number 

concentration  

[cm-3] 

Characteristics 

 

 Inorganic 

(NH4)2SO4 

Organic Equivalent 

black carbon 

(EBC) 

     

1 0.229 0.705 0.066 0.83 1.31 8.0 3961  

2 0.397 0.571 0.032 0.66 1.33 2.9 771 Clean, bimodal  

3 0.660 0.328 0.012 0.32 1.49 17.7 4177  

4 0.693 0.279 0.028 0.38 1.38 4.8 1621 Fairly clean 

5 0.17 0.805 0.025 0.79 1.18 9.4 10941  



 

 

Table 3: Relative importance of several parameters regarding CCN predictions for the data set at 

Chebogue Point during the ICARTT study (internally mixed aerosol population with 

homogeneous composition for size range)  

 

 

 

 

Parameter Relative importance 

Size distribution High 

Supersaturation High 

Composition Low 

Size-resolved composition Low 

Insoluble fraction (number of soluble 
moles) as function of particle size 

Moderate 

(Organic) solute properties Low 



 

 

Figure captions 

Figure 1:  Schematic representation of model procedure. (The application of g(RH) as a 

composition constraint was performed in the same way.) 

Figure 2: Measured growth factors for six particle sizes (40-360 nm) as a function of time. 

g(RH)3 = average g(RH) for the three largest particle sizes, g(RH)all = average g(RH) 

for all sizes 

Figure 3:  Calculated vs. measured CCN number concentrations at five different 

supersaturations (S1 ~ 0.07%, S2 ~ 0.17%, S3 ~ 0.27%, S4 ~ 0.4%, S5 ~ 0.5%); based 

on composition ((NH4)2SO4 + ε) in order to match f(RH) at RH = 85%. a) λ = 700 nm 

('red'); b) λ = 550 nm ('green'); c) λ = 450 nm ('blue'); - - - - regression line 

Figure 4:   Average size distribution of 400 data points ( ─── ; left axis), and average scattering 

size distribution (right axis) at λ = 450 nm (───);λ = 550 nm (───);λ = 700 nm 

(───); g1 and g5 show the boundary sizes at which g(RH) has been measured, Dcrit1 

and Dcrit5 are the average critical diameters for S1 and S5, respectively (ε = 0.63). 

Solid lines and dashed lines are for the dry and humidified distributions, respectively. 

Figure 5: Predicted insoluble fraction, ε, based on f(RH) at three wavelengths, and on g(RH)3. 

Predicted ε for f(RH) are color coded by wavelength. Black symbols: predicted ε for 

g(RH)3;regression lines use the same color-coding; grey line: average ε based on 

g(RH)all. 

Figure 6: Calculated vs. measured CCN number concentrations at five different supersaturations 

(S1 ~ 0.07%, S2 ~ 0.17%, S3 ~ 0.27%, S4 ~ 0.4%, S5 ~ 0.5%); based on composition 

((NH4)2SO4 + ε) in order to match g(RH)3 at RH = 90%; - - - - regression line;  ····· 

regression line based on composition in order to match g(RH)all. 

Figure 7: Calculated CCN number concentration based on composition ((NH4)2SO4 + ε) in order 



 

 

to match g(RH)3 at RH = 90% vs. CCN number in order to match f(RH) at RH = 85% 

(λ = 550 nm ('green')); - - - - regression line; ····· regression line based on composition 

in order to match g(RH)all  

Figure 8: Calculated vs. measured CCN number concentrations at five different supersaturations 

(S1 ~ 0.07%, S2 ~ 0.17%, S3 ~ 0.27%, S4 ~ 0.4%, S5 ~ 0.5%); assuming a fixed 

composition of 37% (NH4)2SO4/ 63% insoluble; - - - - regression line 

Figure 9:  Comparison of insoluble fraction calculated based on f(RH)green and measured mass 

fractions of EBC+organics (numbers = periods; Table 2); error bars represent the 

standard deviation of all ε for the individual data points in the respective period.  

Figure 10: Calculated vs. measured CCN number concentrations at five different 

supersaturations (S1 ~ 0.07%, S2 ~ 0.17%, S3 ~ 0.27%, S4 ~ 0.4%, S5 ~ 0.5%); based 

on f(RH)green and full composition information: open symbols: ((NH4)2SO4 + ε); full 

symbols: composition as specified in Table 2, ε' = 1 (see text for details); - - - 

regression line. 

Figure 11: Schematic of size distribution and critical diameters (vertical lines) and the 

assessment of relative uncertainty in predicted CCN number concentration; ─── 

average size distribution, ·········· cumulative size distribution. 

Figure 12: Calculated vs. measured CCN numbers at five different supersaturations (nominal 

values of the CCN counter: S1 = 0.09%, S2 = 0.22%, S3 = 0.32%, S4 = 0.45%, S5 = 

0.55%) based on composition ((NH4)2SO4 + ε) in order to match f(RH) at RH = 85% 

(λ = 550 nm ('green')); - - - - regression line. 
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